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CALL TO ACTION 
We remain negative on the Macau stocks but tactically we’d like to see a relief rally before re-
shorting.  The Galaxy Phase 2 opening could actually provide a little bit of a catalyst – it won’t 
be awful and but investor sentiment is awful ahead of this period of capacity increases.  We’re 
projecting some market growth from the expansion but most of the business generated at 
Phase 2 should come from the other properties.  For 2015/2016 we remain most concerned with 
the trends in base mass, which we believe are markedly worse than anticipated by the Street. 
 

THE LATEST WEEKLY REVS 
From May 18-25, 2015, table revenues averaged HK$575 million per day (DTR), down 42% from 
the same period last year. On a MTD basis, we remain stuck in the HK$600m range over the 
past several months.  
 
Our channel checks indicate a slight uptick in VIP play but softening Mass volumes. The quality 
of play has been weak. 
 

 

  

COMPS 
Comps face relief in the final period and could receive a boost from the opening of Galaxy 
Phase 2 tomorrow. 
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GALAXY PHASE 2 OPENING 
We’re sure Galaxy management has done everything it can to ensure a full opening, but that 
doesn’t mean the visitation will be incremental to the market. Hotel marketing/promotional 
activity have picked up recently ahead of the Ph2 opening. Most of the hotel rooms are open for 
business and indeed, we suspect they will be full. The retail portion is not ready, however.  
 
Given the negative investor sentiment heading into this period of supply growth, we wouldn’t be 
surprised to see a short lived relief rally in the stocks.  The opening of Galaxy Phase 2 shouldn’t 
be awful. 

 
MARKET SHARES 
In terms of market share, good luck has kept LVS way above trend thus far in May at the 
expense of Galaxy and Wynn.   
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2015 GGR FORECAST 
We do not expect to see positive growth for the rest of 2015, absent any big hold months. Our 
May forecast GGR forecast remains -35-38% on a YoY basis. 
 
 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
We continue to be negative on the Macau operators as our 2015 and especially 2016 EBITDA 
estimates remain well below the Street. Worse than anticipated trends in the high margin base 
mass is driving the disparity in estimates.  Short sellers may find a better entry point following 
the inevitable short squeeze that seems to occur every few months. However, real positive 
catalysts remain elusive as the fundamentals (especially in base mass) seem to be still 
deteriorating sequentially. 
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DISCLAIMER 
 
Hedgeye Risk Management is a registered investment advisor, registered with the State of Connecticut.  Hedgeye 
Risk Management is not a broker dealer and does not provide investment advice for individuals. This research 
does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This research is presented 
without regard to individual investment preferences or risk parameters; it is general information and does not 
constitute specific investment advice.  This presentation is based on information from sources believed to be 
reliable. Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies or omissions of information.  The 
opinions and conclusions contained in this report are those of Hedgeye Risk Management, and are intended solely 
for the use of Hedgeye Risk Management’s clients and subscribers.  In reaching these opinions and conclusions, 
Hedgeye Risk Management and its employees have relied upon research conducted by Hedgeye Risk 
Management’s employees, which is based upon sources considered credible and reliable within the 
industry.  Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for the validity or authenticity of the information upon 
which it has relied.   
  
 
 

TERMS OF USE 
 
This report is intended solely for the use of its recipient.  Re-distribution or republication of this report and its 
contents are prohibited.  For more detail please refer to the appropriate sections of the Hedgeye Services 
Agreement and the Terms of Use at www.hedgeye.com. 
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